As of late, the enemy has been going rampant on attacking. You know, the ordinary filth. I know many of you are beyond this, but there may be new members that are experiencing problems with this. Thing is, as their desperation elevates, things simply become worse and worse for them. They are standing behind a wall of lies that is merely enforced on us. As days go, it collapses more and more. There are few things they can do, except of outright attacks. The enemy always attacks in outright petty ways, slyly, and below the belt. They don't know anything else. After all, the believe in a sorry kike on a stick. A jew represents them and so, they are like the jews. I merely mention this so that if any one of you experiences such, you will know this is not you. It's not YOU. These 2 days recently, they have pressed a lot. They have obviously failed, as they always do fail. Increased negativity that you do not normally have, such as the following crap, is an indicator they are working their weakling tricks. I write this for anyone experiencing anything such as:

1. Outright negativity which is suddenly increased  
2. Old bad memories "replaying"  
3. Random self-blame coming from nowhere  
4. Hearing in one's mind xian songs or bible passages  
5. Random feelings of guilt/disorientation or whatever.  
6. Random "doubts" or other thoughts  
7. Bizarre strange dreams that you don't normally have  
8. Heightened confusion

And so on and so forth, simply know, these are their petty attacks. These can't do anything to you and mean nothing actually. You merely have to skip them over, doing what you usually do and attacking them as you usually do. Do not identify with anything of the above. Do not care about it. I am merely making this post to inform our Satanic comrades that this is nothing but jewish bullshit magic and nothing more.

Ignore it and keep up the force on these petty villains who have massacred the planet with their filthy existence. Show them who is the boss and that the Truth has won, no matter how much they try like the failures they are.